DATA FORMAT
Analysis Software
WORKSHOP
Meeting  8/4/97

Pete Timmer, Roland May, Ron Short, Claudio Ferrero, Win Brus.

- Never data format was a kind
- RG suggested it would be a good idea to include the US people.
- Users from W.L. Hamburg, Ill., ERDA should be contacted to work on what they have developed.
- RG will create Web page with Ill efforts.
- And only people doing the actual work should be choosed.
-Advance warning should go out in June.
- Meeting should be held in February.

Meeting 2/7/1/97

Narrowed thing down to:

- Know buy of data analysis software
- Data can be in random

Try to avoid problems with Never, 65 people. Make clear to say everyone that we're not going for a new format.